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MESSAGE FROM GRAND MASTER
UQD Foundation News
"A new Paradigm, does not start out with an old basis and work
from there; it starts off with its own song".
If you have learned with time that your heart is always right, then
follow it, if you cannot trust your heart because your ego or brain
alters its true direction, then follow only your inner spirit, it is in
touch with the cosmic library, forward and backward in time, it sees
your possible future timelines, pick the one that has a good end and
follow it.
As of September, we have added a new category on the “White
Knights page/tab” sub-category “Knights & Apprentices”, located at
the navigation bar at the top of our website www.uqd-edu.eu entitled
¨Inactive or Retired¨. The categories listed above this new category,
are for displaying Knights & Apprentices who are deemed “Active”
within the Order. Whilst, if YOU consider yourself an “Active
Knight”, we kindly request that you make it known to us by sending
an Email response to prof.s.palmer@uqd-edu.eu CC: patrick@uqdedu.eu . Those who do not respond within 10 days will find
themselves on the “Inactive list”, which is non permanent. We
cannot express enough the importance of ensuring that we have your
latest Email addresses to ensure that you will receive all timely
correspondances.

PRIMARY TENANTS
Sovereign White Knights of Malta - Order of St. Germain
Unconditional Love and Respect
for All Life [No Judgement]
Transparency [All Open to
Inspection by All]
Accountability [Total Personal
Responsibility]
Integrity [Always Truthful,
Always Honest]
Humility [No one is higher or
lower than another, All are
Equal]
Keep these Tenants Close- They will serve you well

What is UQD? Our
digital University was started
up in 1989, in Pasadena,
California. The initiative got
positive attention from many
academics worldwide.
Through the years, UQD was
involved not just in education
and science, but increasingly
in projects for the people, by
the people. UQD is a
foundation, but because of the
co-operation and exchange of
information and experience in
our worldwide network, it has
the character of a co-operative
educational and scientific
institute. Our target is the
implementation of a Good
Stewardship of All Life, based
upon education that respects
history, nature and culture and
embraces the sustainable
future.
UQD is always interested
in new Teachers or Professors
who have a desire for
knowledge exchange with
others. Please contact
prof.s.palmer@uqd-edu.eu
CC: patrick@uqd-edu.eu if
interested.
Our Brother Hubert
Zeitlmair has a new video on
his research at Malta, do have
a look, you might wish visit or
find a way to support.
https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=GG4YiS7ctwU
www.uqdedu.eu/departments.html (both
archeo and hist).

Knights in Action
Each issue this section will
showcase all the Great Work that
our White Knights are doing
worldwide in their own
communities.
This issue we wish to highlight
the good work that our very own
Grand Master Stephen Palmer is
doing in the land formerly known as
British Columbia, Canada, which
has since been renamed
Tamxwulaxws to indicate it’s status
change to a Sovereign land, which
was co-signed by Grandmaster
Stephen Palmer on March 28, 2013.
For more information visit our
website www.uqd-edu.eu click
“White Knights” tab and select sub
section “New Nation”.

Grand Master Palmer also works
tirelessly behind the scenes assisting
countless people from all over the
world who suffer from cancer,
hepatitis C and other chronic/life
threatening conditions, heal
themselves. When “conventional
medicine” tells these people they
cannot be cured, Grand Master
Palmer offers them not only hope,
but for many a cure using a
combination of natural and
alternative medicine modalities.

Change
Pay Close Attention

Dear Friends, Greetings!
Without further a due, let me pass it on, the Vibe of the AEON. Listen to Sir David Connelly, transmitting
the Vox Populi, the “Genie is out of the Bowl”, heed his words, for YOU were BORN FREE, in-deed, YOU are
Sovereign, Omnes Sumus Deus!
http://www.dcradionetwork.com/internetmarketingradio/Scottish-Independence-Countdown-8th-September2014/120 (press the little Triangle to start sound, if not working, open in Internet Explorer).
Here we go again, yet another rigged outcome, well, as they say with darts, Game On …

Book Publishing & Patents under UQD
Some Knights have stepped forward in showing interest in publishing books under the UQD label. Others
have created inventions to which they may seek non-traditional patents for. As such, we need to think of creative
ways to handle such requests under our Knights cloak. We value our Knights and deem their contributions to be
extremely valuable, so if you have any suggestions on how we can initiate this process, do let us know.
Its suggested that any 'copyright' stays with the creator of said materials, any ‘sales’ directly to creator’s account, if
abundance, Free Will decides if the Creator sees fit to share with the UQD Foundation to help support projects
around the globe. Prince Patrick also suggests that “If our Sovereign 'status' confirmed by those alleged
‘authoraties’ of the Sea/Vatican/UN/QE, we may consider putting shared 'property' in a Common Trust for the
Go(o)d of All-That-Is”.

Individualized “Coat of Arms”
If you have visited the UQD website lately you may have noticed that under the “White Knights” tab subsection “Knights & Apprentices” that a few changes have taken place. Several Knights and Apprentices have
located beside their names a small shield icon which when clicking on it, makes visible their own personalized
“Coat of Arms”. Knights who do not currently have their arms, will receive them at a later date from Grand Master
Palmer. Being a Knight can sometimes be a selfless journey, and while we may not have a lot of fanfare in our
Knighthood, however, these “arms” are very real in the Spiritual Realms.
We would like to also offer everyone the opportunity to add an “I AM“ page or simply your own Messages page to
the website. You are the Creator, so please feel free to make your page your own. Here are links of some of the
existing pages:
http://www.uqd-edu.eu/I-AM-StephenPalmer.html
http://www.uqd-edu.eu/I-AM-SuzanneEdwards.html
http://www.uqd-edu.eu/I-AM-APM.html
Those that wish have their own page, for the purpose of increasing their visibility or sharing messages, just send
Email request to: patrick@uqd-edu.eu .

Knight-ly News
UQD Email Accounts
Many of you have email accounts under our uqd-edu.eu domain, however, only some make active use of
them. This is a pity, and apart from that, waste of resources. So, if you wish retain your account, just log-in before
January, for will delete ALL accounts unused. If you lost account info, just let us know.
Contributed by Prince Patrick from the Noble House Molier

Who2Help & Help4You
We wish to draw your attention to certain two new sections on our UQD website www.uqd-edu-eu .
The first is entitled “Who2Help” which is a list of projects/dreams that people wish to realize. The best way to
realize your own dream is to assist other’s with theirs! Do you have a dream/project you wish to share? If so
please share it with us, and we would be more than happy to have it listed.
The second is entitled “Help 4 you”. The purpose of this section is for individuals to willingly come forward, and
place their names and contact information to provide direct personal assistance for those who may be visiting the
site who are in need of help. You can elect to choose to help in the following geographic areas: Local, Regional,
Country, Global or Anywhere. Currently, it is a pretty lonely section with very few names listed. Now while we
may not be able to help everyone/everywhere there are various commitments you can select to best suit your
capability. You may only elect to be listed in your local area which is perfectly fine. Any help especially when not
asking anything in return is never fruitless. Remember help can mean merely sharing wisdom, compassion, or
lending a listening ear to someone in need. Those of you who may have more resources or capabilities, may wish
to select the “anywhere “option. We truly hope that you will also find merit in this section by adding your name to
the list, in whatever geographic location feels right for you, by Expression of Free Will.
Contributed by Lady Suzanne Edwards

